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Aim of the initiative

1.The Development of the cooperation 

between the institutions involved, 

implementing a common project, to 

develop modern digital solutions;

2.Providing knowledge and insight into the 

similarities and differences of the 

language situation in each, giving a 

contribution to democratic 

participation, equality for users of the 

lesser used standard of a language, 

and more openness to diversity in 

society.



What are the roles of a museum today?

Background for the project

Latgalian and Nynorsk – ways of comparison

The concept of the exhibtion



What is a museum?



Transformation of the roles of museums

Collection, 

preservation, 

research

Enjoyment, 

education

(from around

the 1980s)

Empowerment, social 

change (direct/indirect)



From being

ABOUT SOMETHING
TO

being

FOR SOMEBODY



A new definition of a museum 

– August 2022, International

Council of Museums
“A museum is a not-for-profit, permanent 

institution in the service of society that 

researches, collects, conserves, interprets 

and exhibits tangible and intangible 

heritage. Open to the public, accessible

and inclusive, museums foster diversity

and sustainability. They operate and 

communicate ethically, professionally and 

with the participation of communities, 

offering varied experiences for education, 

enjoyment, reflection and knowledge 

sharing.”
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https://icom.museum/en/resources/standards-

guidelines/museum-definition/



Background



Partners

Norwegian Museum of 

Written Culture
NGO "LgSC"



House of Languages

• Culture hub for languages in Avoti

neighbourhood in Riga

• Language museum activities

• Development of competencies and material for 

language teachers

• Language courses, translations, book 

publishing

• Online resources for language learning and 

teaching

Positive change through
language!



Why do we have Latgalian language projects?

The Latgalian language as a part of Latvia’s common

national cultural heritage and present language use in Latvia

Enhance linguistic tolerance in Latvia

Prevent «Latgalian illiteracy» (N. Nau)



”Tu mane cīnej voi nacīnej? Rakstīt latgaliski Latvijā”  
(Discussion festival Lampa, 2021)

Discussion on the

representation of

literature in 

Latgalian in 

Latvian media. 

Cooperation partners

bīdreiba «LgSC» 



Marija Dzeisla: Vysta smierts

Poetry collection, 2021.

German photographer: Elena 
Helfrecht



MIKS – language learning through a board game

Latgalian – Latvian – English



Three Latgalian language courses





WHY?

• Very few resources for Latgalian as foreign/second language

• Important for the status of Latgalian

WHAT? 

• A book with 8 chapters, 24 subchapters, with texts and tasks, mini-grammar and

dictionary (LTG-ENG-RUS-LVS), audio and texts online

WHO IS SUPPORTING? 
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https://oratastic.eu/ltg-eng-3-3-1/

https://oratastic.eu/ltg-eng-3-3-1/


Digital exhibition on Latgalian and Nynorsk

(2021-2023)

Cooperation partners bīdreiba

«LgSC» and Norwegian Museum of

Written Culture



Norwegian Museum of Written Culture

• The Norwegian Museum of Written Culture 

is a private non-profit institution.

• Established in 1993 to promote the 

Nynorsk language and written culture.

• Financed by the Norwegian Ministry of 

Culture, three regions, four municipalities 

and several private sponsors.

• Museums in three locations, including the 

Aasen Language Museum, dating back to 

1898.



New 
Norwegian 

Written
Culture

Research

Collections/arch
ives

Arena

Festival

National 
dissemination
(physical and 

digital)

Advocacy

Cooperation 
and networks



Goal of being present in 

100 municipalities each

year (events, exhibitions, 

school programmes and 

festivals).



Events and exhibitions



Collections, archives, research and 
documentation



Communication and digital dissemination

nynorsk.no



Advocacy



The project: A digital exhibition on Latgalian and 

Nynorsk



Where are we now?

Research (a comparative study on the two 
languages and exploration of best museological
practices) – 2021-22

Creation of textual content and conceptual 
approach of the exhibition, focus group, 2022

Recording of audio and video and design, 
Summer 2023



Latgalian and Nynorsk – ways of

comparison



Four approaches for comparison

The general / 
situational approach

The chronological 
approach

The thematical 
approach

The instance 
approach



Four approaches for comparison

1. The general / 
situational approach

2. The chronological 
approach

3. The thematical
approach

4. The instance 
approach

General comparison of the situation 
of the two languages – similarities and 
differences

Comparison of the languages in five
phases of developent – four similar
and one divergent for the two.

Comparison of the two languages in
different areas

Comparison based on single
phenomena (items, events, persons
etc.), not necessarely at the same time
or completely the same



1. The general / situational approach for comparison



The general  / situational approach: 

Similarities

• Both the lesser-used of two written languages within one 

language and country

• Both languages developed under other foreign rule, the two 

countries becoming fully independent in 20th century (1905 and 

1918) after a period of constructing and developing a national 

identity

• Both are geographically connected to one area. However, both 

also have had important development, events, activities outside 

the region (Oslo/St. Petersburg, Riga, exile)



The general  / situational approach: The history

Differences

• While Nynorsk has had development strengthening its 

position, Latgalian has had three major setbacks

• While Nynorsk is felt as a national language to quite a large 

extent, Latgalian is more tightly connected to a distinct 

region also in a cultural, mentality and religious sense.

• Latgalian used for religious purposes from the very 

beginning as the first writings came as part of the Contra-

Reformation of the Jesuits, it took time before Nynorsk also 

was used in church, only from 1892



The general  / situational approach: The present situation

Differences

• Latgalian has not regained its status and 

there are several spheres in society where it 

is not used. Many Latgalians cannot write in 

Latgalian, and other Latvians are not familiar 

reading Latgalian

• Nynorsk allows different variants in 

orthography, Latgalian has two competing 

orthographies (traditional and official)



The three major setbacks of Latgalian

• 1865  The printing prohibition, and later on 

prohibition to spread books in Latgalian in 

Latgale, only distribution of hand-written items.

• 1934 The authoritarian regime of Kārlis

Ulmanis, due to the idea of a nation as 

something culturally homogenous: one Latvian 

language.

• 1944 The Soviet regime with stop of public 

use of Latgalian after late 1950s.



The things yet to come for Latgalian… 

The first opera in Latgalian

The Latvian president gives a speach in Latgalian

First PhD written in Latgalian

First coin and postage stamp with text in Latgalian

All Latvian pupils get a compulsory
introduction to Latgalian language with
exposure to it every year

Latgalians speak Latgalian publicly also 
with other Latvians



The things to come back for Latgalian… 

Latgalian as regional school language

Latgalian in use in official documents



2. The chronological comparison



The chronological comparison

• The pre-establishment stage

– First publications (secular for Nynorsk, religious for Latgalian)

• The establishment stage

– Standardisation

• The status formalisation stage

– Achieving legal status

• The consolidation stage (for Nynorsk) and recession stage (for 

Latgalian) (democracy vs. Lack of democracy)

• The modern times



Nynorsk

Latgalian

The pre-establishment stage
The establishment stage
The status formalisation stage
The consolidation stage for Nynorsk
and recession stage for Latgalian
The modern times

1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000

1885 1961

1989193419181903

19051864/5

1753

1814



The pre-establishing stage

– Latgale under Polish, and later Russian rule, however, in a different territory 

than the rest of Latvia; Norway under Danish, and later Swedish rule 

(however, with wide autonomy) from 1814. 

– First publications: secular for Nynorsk by native users of Norwegian, 

religious for Latgalian (Jesuits). Genres: spiritual works, tutorials, songs, 

descriptions of nature, poetry, by Polish clergymen. First known publication: 

catechism of 1730, oldes still kept: Evangelia Toto Anno, 1753. Latgalian 

also taught at theological seminary in Krāslava from 1757.   

– During the printing prohibition after 1864, when it was not allowed to print 

books with Latin letters, the development of Latgalian slowed down.



The establishing stage

– Work on standardization, the languages are 

used by more people

– Much of these activities take place outside 

the core area of language, namely in Oslo 

and St. Petersburg (studies at Catholic 

Theological Academy, development of 

Latgalian intelligentsia). 



The status formalisation stage

– Nynorsk achieves its legal status in 1885, 1894 - First juridical paragraph 

written in Nynorsk (Landsmaal)

– Latgalian achieves status as regional language after 1918, when Latvia 

becomes independent 

– The use of both languages in schools

– Both languages get official standardization (1901 for Nynorsk and 1921 for 

Latgalian in schools, 1929 also by Ministry of Education). 

– This is the blooming time for Latgalian (1917-1934), rich variety of 

periodicals, literature, theatre, music etc. The Latgalian language is used in 

primary schools as a medium of instruction, other minorities enjoy cultural 

autonomy.



The consolidation stage (for Nynorsk)

• Nynorsk achieves a stable position on national level and educational 

system, however with a drop of number of schools using the language 

after the war. 

• Use in national radio and television



The recession stage (for Latgalian) 

• This is the recession for Latgalian language due to lack of a 

democratic society, first the 1934 authoritarian Ulmanis regime - end of 

Latgalian language in schools, books in Latgalian taken out of libraries 

and burned, forbidden official use of Latgalian (though there were 

again publications in the Nazi-period)

• Then 1944 Soviet regime, out of official use, only some regime-friendly 

publications are still published, 1956 prohibition to use Latgalian in 

schools etc. 

• In Latvia the last books are printed in 1960, and publicly used only by 

the Catholic church. Users of Latgalian stigmatized, one of only 

positive elements is research on dialects (A. Breidaks) and interest by 

other Latvians on traditional Latgalian culture (e.g. ceramics). 



The recession stage (for Latgalian)

• In exile: Latgalian continues to be used in exile publications and 

even research (Sweden, Germany, USA), also from 1975 

programmes in Radio Free Europe (Munich, later from Prague)



The modern times

• Activism for the languages (1960s and 1970s for 

Nynorsk and late 1980s and 1990s for Latgalian). 

• Latgalian is used again in print and radio and TV, receives 

an ISO-code

• Exposure to Latgalian outside of Latgale mainly through 

music only. Latgalians who write in Latgalian use 

standard Latvian in communication with non-Latgalians. 



The modern times

• Nynorsk has a stable position and is used 

nationally, there are still many misconceptions and 

prejudices about the Latgalian language due to 

lack of knowledge 

• Many of the activities connected to Nynorsk are 

through publicly-financed institutions, for Latgalian 

many things are dependent on the initiative and 

resources of activists, and the number is few and 

new faces are not coming particularly frequently. 
There is a lack of stable financing
to institutions connected to the
Latgalian langugage. 



The chronological comparison

• The pre-establishment stage

– First publications (secular for Nynorsk, religious for Latgalian)

• The establishment stage

– Standartisation

• The status formalisation stage

– Achieving legal status

• The consolidation stage (for Nynorsk) and recession stage (for Latgalian) 

(democracy vs. Lack of democracy)

• The modern times



Nynorsk

Latgalian

1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000

1885 1961

1989193419181903

1905186

1753

1814

Latvian

Bokmål

(Danish)

The overall situation – up is good, down is bad 
(could be visualised like a computer game?)



3. The thematical approach of comparison



The thematical approach

Culture

Media

IT

Politics and administration

Education

Activism

Linguistic landscape



Culture: Literature

– A long tradition for both languages (from mid-18th century LTG and mid-

19th century NN). Between 1960-1989 Latgalian books were printed only 

outside of Latgale. 

– Books in Nynorsk printed also by mainstream publishing houses; books in 

Latgalian printed mainly by specialists, with little distribution outside of 

Latgale. 

– Nynorsk books also internationally translated. Latgalian literature 

translated to other languages to very small extent. 

– Translation of classics and modern literature into Nynorsk, in Latgalian 

some classics, very little modern literature.



Culture: Music

• Music. 

– A very important factor for both languages, different 

genres represented and this is one of the major ways 

the language has been exposed to users of the 

greater-used language.



Culture: other

• Stage

– Theatrical traditions for both languages. One Nynorsk theatre in Oslo with the 

status of a national theatre. In Latgalian some of the staging in e.g. Rēzekne and 

Daugavpils theatres, but also one success at the national theatre in Riga. 



IT

• Text corpora for both languages

• Nynorsk has Microsoft spell checker, Latvian IT-

company Tilde is developing for Latgalian

• Stickers for use in Whatsapp in Latgalian 

• Both languages have challenges getting identified by 

algorithms. 



Media

• Both languages used in public media, 

however, Latgalian far less, e.g. Latgalian 

not used for subtitles and general news.

• Financing for content in Latgalian has 

increased in the last 10 years.

• Both languages used in commercials, both 

to stress connection to countryside, 

Latgalian also for humoristic purposes.



Politics and administration

• Nynorsk has an equal status with Bokmål, but is used less than the 

norm of a minimum 25% of documentation in Nynorsk.

• Latgalian is practically not used, and also the Supreme Court of 

Latvia in 2009 ruled that institutions can ignore applications in 

Latgalian rather than Latvian, then later in 2016 the Ministry of 

Justice said that municipalities should also accept applications in 

Latgalian, after Līvāni municipality refused to do so.   

• Deputies in Latvian parliament have given their oaths in Latgalian, 

some municipalities have some signs in Latgalian.
Ilga Šuplinska - one of the deputies giving
their oath in Latgalian. Was minister of
education during Covid19 and also
ensured the development of digital
material for Latgalian in schools



Education

• 11.6% of schools in Norway have Nynorsk as a school 

language (topped in the 1940s with over 30).

• Latgalian was a school language in Latgale in the first 

independence, now only a facultative subject at some 

schools. Teachers are not using Latgalian as a mode for 

teaching other subjects. Some materials, even digital, have 

been made, and lately there has been extra state funding.

• All pupils with Norwegian as mother tongue have to pass an 

exam in both written languages. There is only one textbook 

for the Latvian language that also gives an introduction to 

Latgalian. Most Latvian pupils (even in Latgale) finish school 

without even having read a single book in Latgalian.



Activism

• Nynorsk has old and strong organisations, 

known by practically everyone in Norway

• Latgalian has had some activism the last 

30 years, but similar to other NGOs in 

Latvia – could have more impact politically

• Latgalian congress with distinct 

personalities from different areas with 

political resolutions to strengthen the 

position of Latgalian



Linguistic Landscape

• Nynorsk and Bokmål are usually not used in 

parallel, it is either or. In Nynorsk areas is 

predominantly used, to a lesser extent for 

commercial purposes. 

• When used on official signs, Latgalian is often 

used in parallel, Latgalian language little visible 

even in core Latgalian areas, often even less than 

foreign languages. 

• Some use of the languages also commercially, 

especially food products, ATMs of one bank 

(Citadele) has a menu in Latgalian.



4. The instance based approach of 

comparison



A newspaper

Gula Tidend, 1904 Gaisma, 1904



A law

Jamstellingsvedtaket, 1885

Landsmaal – "det norske Folkesprog" 

– was acknowledged by the 

Norwegian parliament as equal to 

Danish – "vort almindelige Skrift- og

Bogsprog" (our common written 

language). This is known as 

“Jamstillingsvedtaket” (The 

equalization decision).

21.12.1991 The language law:

"The state ensures the 

preservation, protection and 

development of the Latgalian 

written language as a historical 

variant of the Latvian language."



A publishing house

Samlaget, 1868 

First and longest existing Nynorsk 

publishing house

Lōča izdevnīceiba, 1939

Longest existing publishing Latgalian 

house 



A youth organisation

Norsk målungdom, 1961 LgSC, 1990s, formally 2005

(Student organisations also in the 

beginning of the 20th century)



A linguist 

Marius Hægstad, 1850-1927

Head of orthography committee of 1898, first 

chairman of Noregs mållag, professor in 

Nynorsk and dialects at University of Oslo, 

politician 

Pīters Strods, (1892-1960)

Head of the orthography committee of the 

Ministry of Education in 1928, publisher of 

grammar and spelling dictionary, bishop and 

scholar



A rap group

Side Brok, 1999 Latgalīšu reps, 2000



A festival

Dei nynorske festspela, 1992- Muzykys skrytuļs, 2005-



A building

Aasentunet, 2000 Gors, 2012



A song

Nordmannen, by Ivar Aasen (1863)

Millom bakkar og berg ut med havet

heve nordmannen fenget sin heim,

der han sjølv heve tufterna gravet

og sett sjølv sine hus uppå deim.

Han såg ut på dei steinutte strender

det var ingen, som der hadde bygt.

«Lat oss rydja og bygja oss grender,

og so eiga me rudningen trygt».

[..]

Pīmiņ, bruoļ, by Valdis and Māris Muktupāvels

(1980ies)

Pīmiņ, bruoļ, pīmiņ, bruoļ, 

Sovu Tāvu zemi – sovu Latgolu. 

Celīs, bruoļ, celīs, bruoļ, 

Myus’ Muorys zemē Dīvu gūdynoj. 

Dzīdi, bruoļ, dzīdi, bruoļ, 

Lai trešuo zvaigzne otkon speidēt suok. 

Dzīdi, bruoļ, dzīdi, bruoļ, 

Lai svāto zvaigzne otkon speidēt suok!



Eurovision Song Contest

Jenteord, 1965 Die Mattocks, 2015



A Shakespeare play

Jonsokdraumen, 1912 Vosorys saulgrīžu

burvesteibys, 2012



A city outside core area

Oslo (Christiania) St. Petersburg (1903 – Latvīšu

Muzikaliskuo bīdreiba)



A prize

Nynorskprisen for journalistar, since 

2006

Boņuks,  since 2008



A poet

Haldis Moren Vesaas, (1907-1995) Anna Rancāne,  1959



A news website

Framtida.no Lakuga.lv



A primary

Andreas Austlid, 1880 (first primary) Francs Kemps, 1905 (first modern 

primary, 32 primaries printed before)



Four approaches for comparison

The general / 
situational approach

The chronological 
approach

The thematical 
approach

The instance 
approach



The concept of the exhibition



How to address the principles of museums

“A museum is a not-for-profit, permanent institution in the service of society that researches, collects, conserves, 

interprets and exhibits tangible and intangible heritage. Open to the public, accessible and inclusive, museums foster 

diversity and sustainability. They operate and communicate ethically, professionally and with the participation of 

communities, offering varied experiences for education, enjoyment, reflection and knowledge sharing.”

https://icom.museum/en/resources/standards-guidelines/museum-definition/ 2022

ACCESSIBLE

INCLUSIVE

FOSTER DIVERSITY

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF COMMUNITIES

REFLECTION

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

https://icom.museum/en/resources/standards-guidelines/museum-definition/


From being

ABOUT SOMETHING
TO

being

FOR SOMEBODY



Who are we making this for? 

• Pupils in secondary schools in Latvia and

Norway

• Scholars and students of Baltic philology and

Scandinavian studies and university institutions

in Norway, Latvia and other countries

• Activists and NGOs for Latgalian and Nynorsk

• Politicians dealing with language policy and

other decision-makers in Latvia

• A wider audience in both countries and other 

countries with interest for languages 



What do we want to change?

The aim of the exhibition is to 

encourage public participation in 

democratic processes, 

understanding how civic activism 

serves as a catalyst for the 

development of language policy 

and a more inclusive society. 



• Celebrate the diversity in society

• Value of inclusiveness and tolerance 

in society

• Inspire to activism and participation in 

democratic processes (e.g. through 

samples of history and activists today)

• Partnership 

• Enhance the use of Latgalian, 

Nynorsk, and other lesser-used 

languages



Concept: LINGUAPOLIS

a city of languages



• 1 - Agora or main square (in the centre)

• 2 - Archive (at the bottom)

• 3 - Bookstore

• 4 - Town hall

• 5 - School

• 6 - Culture house

• 7 - Cafe

• 8 - Apartment building

• 9 - Sacral building



The content in each of the buildings/places

1. Intro about the content of the section (short, easy language, catchy)

2. Videos (2) on Latgalian and Nynorsk (history/situation, made for the exhibition) for 

information and inspiration 

3. Personal stories (videos, at least 2) on Latgalian and Nynorsk and other lesser-used

languages for inspiration

4. Informative texts (2) on Latgalian and Nynorsk to give overview on selected fields

5. Audio (2) (podcast-like audio) with storytelling elements

6. Photos (at least 2)

7. Similarities and differences -

8. A place where other personal videos, photos, letters, etc. uploaded by visitors can be found

9. Link to resources connected to the theme outside of the exhibition



Three ways of navigating
1. Theme based – the buildings

2. Value based – choosing according to values

3. Content type based



Content types

content video 3-7 minutes long

personal stories around 1 minute long

informative text giving overviews

audio, podcast-like content

photos, they have captions of 2-3 sentences

infographic, timeline or other combination of text and visual elements   

depicting comparison of Latgalian and Nynorsk for this theme

Around 120

«exhibits» 

in total





1 - Agora or main square

• activism 

• protests



2 - Archive

• the history of the languages

• a comparison of situations with a 

focus on the role of democracy



3 - Bookstore

• book publishing 

• literature 

• non-fiction writing 

• translations from the language -

translations into the language

• press 

• radio and TV 

• social media



4 - Town hall

• politics 

• laws

• administration



5 - School
- use of language in schools 

- learning of the language

- use of language in research and 

academia



6 - Culture house

• music 

• theatre 

• Films

• Spotify playlist



7 - Cafe

the use of language for 

commercial purposes



8 - Apartment building

• personal stories about 

language use



9 - Sacral building

• the use of language for 

religious purposes 

• the connection between 

language and religion 

• religious texts

• non-stereotypical connections 

between faith and language 

(e.g. Latgalian atheist, 

Nynorsk Muslim)



In addition: a small travelling exhibition



The chosen artist: Ella Mežule



Working together for an inclusive Europe!

Thank you!

www.eeagrants.lv

www.norwaygrants.lv

EEANorwayGrantsLatvia

http://www.eeagrants.lv/
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